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CPR energy is fundamental to flourishing -- and difficult



Our global energy discussion is:

1 Biased

2 Sloppy

3 Anti-human



Perfect Planet 

Premise

Stable

Safe

Sufficient

Humans are polluter-parasites

Goal: minimize human impact



Perfectible Planet 

Premise

Dynamic

Dangerous

Deficient

Humans are perfecter-producers

Goal: Maximize human flourishing 

through intelligent transformation 



Full Context

Potential unique benefits (access to energy, 

CO2), potential unique risks (CO2, pollution, 

depletion) for human flourishing.



“Renewables”: free and forever?



The truth about energy

Source: BP, Statistical Review of World Energy 2015, Historical data 
workbook
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Fossil Fuels:
11306 Million Metric Tons
86% of World Energy Consumption

Hydro, Nuclear:
544 Million Metric Tons
8% of World Energy 
Consumption

Hydro, Nuclear, Wind, Bio, Solar, 
Geo:
1841 Million Metric Tons
14% of World Energy Consumption

Fossil Fuels:
6087 Million Metric Tons
92% of World Energy Consumption



Jimmy Fallon makes the world’s best case…

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B962Emww37MGaUh1YjhMVkluNG8/view


Every energy technology is a 

resource-intensive process—

some are much more resource-

intensive than others

Mining

Processing

Manufacturing

Transportation

Operation

Maintenance

Disposal



The truth about unreliables: Germany



1.2 billion humans without access to electricity



2.7 billion humans rely on biomass for cooking and 

heating



The unique benefits of fossil fuel 

use place an extremely high 

burden of proof on any restrictive 

proposals.
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There are three main concerns about fossil fuels:



We have untold amounts of potential hydrocarbon 

resources – over 10X more than we've used in the 

history of civilization.



More fossil fuels, better water



As fossil fuel use has gone up in the US, 

concentrations of air pollutants have gone down.



1. The greenhouse effect

2. The fertilizer effect

3. The protection effect

Assessing 

climate livability



Climate-related deaths



The greenhouse effect of CO2 is a diminishing effect. 

How does the greenhouse effect work? CO2 absorbs parts of the 

infrared radiation coming from the planet’s surface and traps part 

of the heat energy temporarily.

It's a 

diminishing, 

logarithmic 

effect. 



Geological timescale: concentrations of CO2 and 

temperature fluctuations





Current climate models that can’t predict climate



The fertilizer effect of CO2 is significant.



Sea level trends 

around the world



The historical context



If our goal is human flourishing and we 

look at the full context there is a strong 

moral case for using more fossil fuels, 

not less.



Human flourishing, not minimum 

impact, should be the guiding 

principle of energy progress.



And technological progress



And human progress

The Human 

Flourishing 

Project



alex@alexepstein.com

Or text MORALCASE to 

444999

More Resources


